We consider the problem of scheduling n independent multiprocessor tasks with due dates and unit processing times, where the objective is to compute a schedule minimizing the throughput. We derive the complexity results and present several approximation algorithms. For the parallel variant of the problem, we introduce the first-fit increasing algorithm and the latest first increasing algorithm, and prove that their approximation guarantees are 2 and 2 1 m, respectively (m 2 is the number of processors). Then we propose a revised algorithm with the worst-case ratio bounded by 3 2. For the dedicated variant, we present a simple greedy algorithm. We show that its worst-case ratio is bounded by Ô m·1. We straighten this result showing that the problem with common due date D 1 cannot be approximated within a factor of m 1 2 ε nor for any ε 0, unless NP=ZPP.
Introduction
In this paper we address the following multiprocessor task scheduling problem [10, 16] . A set T T 1 T 2 T n of n tasks has to be executed by a set of m processors P P 1 P 2 P m . Each task T j ( j 1 2 n) has a unit processing time p j 1 and an integral due date d j . Each processor can work on at most one task at a time, and each task can (or may need to) be processed simultaneously by several processors. Here we assume that all tasks are available at time zero and the objective is to maximize the throughput ∑Ūj, whereŪ j 1 if task T j is completed before or at time d j (T j is said to be on time or early), andŪ j 0 otherwise (T j is said to be late or tardy).
We deal with two variants of this problem. In the parallel variant, the multiprocessor architecture is disregarded and for each task T j ( j 1 2 n) there is given a prespecified number size j ¾ 1 2 m which indicates that T j requires the simultaneous use of size j processors in P. In the dedicated variant, each task T j ( j 1 2 n) there is given a prespecified set fix j 1 2 m which indicates that T j requires the simultaneous use of the processors of P with indices in fix j . For an illustration see Figure 1 and Figure 2 on the following page.
To refer to the variants of the problem, we use the standard notation scheme introduced in [16, 27, 10 ]. We will write P size j p j 1 ∑Ūj and P fix j p j 1 ∑Ūj to denote the parallel and dedicated variants of the problem. If all tasks have a common due date D, i.e. all d j D, we will write P size j p j 1 d j D ∑Ūj and P fix j p j 1 d j D ∑Ūj, respectively.
Known Results and Our Contribution.
There are a lot of results known for the classical (non-multiprocessor) job scheduling problems, where the objective is either to minimize the (weighted) number of late (tardy) jobs or to maximize the (weighted) number of on time (early) jobs, see e.g. [3, 9, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32] . In the multiprocessor setting, the previous research has mainly focused on the objectives of minimizing the makespan and the sum of completion times. As a rule, scheduling multiprocessor tasks with unit processing times is a strongly NP-hard problem [29, 20] . However, a number of different approximation algorithms have been recently proposed in [1, 2, 7, 4, 13, 12, 15, 29, 33] . Up to our knowledge, no results are known for the multiprocessor tasks scheduling problem which concern either minimizing the number of late (tardy) tasks or maximizing the number of on time (early) tasks. Here, focusing on the throughput objective, we present the first results in this direction. We derive the complexity results and present several approximation algorithms, for both parallel and dedicated variants of the problem.
In the first part of the paper we consider the parallel variant of the problem. Each parallel task requires a prespecified number of processors, and there are at most m processors available at any the same time slot. By adopting the complexity result for 3-PARTITION [14] , we prove that problem P size j p j 1 ∑Ūj is strongly NP-hard. Next, we propose two simple greedy algorithms, namely FFIS and LFIS. We prove that the worst-case ratio of FFIS is 2, and the worst-case ratio of LFIS is 2 1 m, respectively. Finally, by refining both algorithms, we introduce an improved algorithm HA with the worst-case ratio at most 3 2 1 ´2m 2µ.
In the second part of the paper we consider the dedicated variant. Each dedicated task requires a prespecified subset of processors, and any two tasks that share a processor cannot be executed at the same time slot. By adopting the complexity result for MAXIMUM CLIQUE [17] , we prove that problem P fix j p j 1 d j 1 ∑Ūj with the common due date D 1 is strongly NP-hard, and for any given ε 0 it cannot be approximated within a factor of m 1 2 ε unless NP ZPP, where m is the number of processors. Next, for the common due date problem P fix j p j 1 d j D ∑Ūj we show that both algorithms FFIS and LFIS have the worst-case ratio at least Interestingly, there are a number of different relations to some well-known combinatorial problems. Just beyond the relation to 3-PARTITION and MAXIMUM CLIQUE, we can also find that BIN PACKING and MULTIPLE KNAPSACK correspond to the parallel variant of our problem. We will discuss this in successive sections.
Last Notes. The quality of an approximation algorithm ALG is measured by its worst-case ratio defined as
where N OPT´T µ denotes the number of early tasks produced by an optimal algorithm OPT for a task set T , and N ALG´T µ denotes the number of early tasks in the schedule produced by ALG for T . For simplicity, throughout of this paper we will write N OPT and N ALG if no confusion is caused. Notice that if we know the number of tardy tasks in an optimal schedule, we can simply find the number of early tasks, and vice versa. In fact, it is convectional to consider minimizing the number of tardy tasks in investigating optimal algorithms. From another side, it can happen that there are no tardy tasks in an optimal schedule, but almost all tasks are early in a near-optimal schedule obtained by an approximation algorithm. In this case, even if the algorithm performs well from a practical point of view, its formal performance is evaluated as quite bad. The same situation can be also observed in online scheduling [19] . Thus, for investigating approximation algorithms it is reasonable to choose the objective of maximizing the number of early tasks, i.e. the throughput objective.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notations and provide some preliminary results which will be used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we present the results for the parallel model. In Section 4 for the dedicated model. Finally, in Section 5, we give some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
An instance of our scheduling problem is given as follows. There are a set T T 1 T 2 T n of n tasks and a set of m processors P P 1 P 2 P m . For each task T j ( j 1 2 n), there are a unit processing time p j 1 and an integral due date d´T j µ. In the parallel model, for each task T j ( j 1 2 n) there is a prespecified number size j ¾ 1 2 m . In the dedicated model, for each task T j ( j 1 2 n) there is a prespecified subset fix j 1 2 m . If task T j meets its due date d´T j µ (T j starts before or at d j 1 andŪ j 1) it is said to be early, otherwise (T j starts at or after d j andŪ j 0) it is said to be late. Our objective is to maximize the throughput ∑Ūj.
Task Size and Common Due Date
Throughout of the paper we will use the following notations. For simplicity, we will write s j instead of size j and τ j instead of f ix j . For a task T j ( j 1 2 n) the value of s j (for parallel) and τ j (for dedicated) is called the size of T j . Then, T j is called large if its size is greater than m 2, and small otherwise.
In addition, we will write 0 d 1 
Scheduling on Time Slots
Informally, in order to construct a schedule for T we proceed as follows. We first partition interval 0 Dµ into time slots I t t t 1µ, t 1 D. Then, we define an order on the tasks in T and process them one by one in this order. For task T j , we try to add it to a partial schedule in one of time slots I t , t d´T j µ. If this can be done, we declare T j be early (Ū j 1), otherwise we declare T j be late (Ū j 0). We finish when all tasks are processed and output the final schedule.
Let ALG be a scheduling algorithm. For simplicity, we assume that ALG either accepts or rejects the tasks in T . Every accepted task in T is scheduled by ALG before its due date, and it is early in the output schedule. From another side, every rejected task in T is not scheduled by ALG, and it is lost (late) the output schedule. Thus, the number of tasks in the output schedule is equal to the number of early tasks N ALG´T µ.
As we discussed, an algorithm ALG schedules the accepted tasks of T in time slots I t t t 1µ, t 1 D. We will write N t and m´I t µ to denote the total number and the total size of the accepted tasks by algorithm ALG in time slot I t . Clearly, for each time slot I t , t 1 D, it holds that
where m is the number of processors in P. Thus, the total number of accepted (early) tasks
and the total size of the accepted (early) tasks
Finally, we say that a time slot I t is closed if algorithm ALG meets the first task for which there is no room in I t , and we say that I t is open if it is not closed yet. For an illustration see Figure 3 . 
First-Fit and Last-Fit
We will consider two basic scheduling techniques: First-Fit and Last-Fit. Informally, First-Fit uses the concept of scheduling tasks as early as possible, whereas Last-Fit uses the concept of scheduling tasks as late as possible.
The difference can be seen from the following example. Let ALG be a scheduling algorithm and T be a task set. We first define an order on the tasks of T , and then let ALG process the tasks in this order. Let T j be a task being processed by ALG. For an illustration see Figure 4 . Task T j must be scheduled in one of time slots I 1 I 2 I d´T´jµµ . From one side, if non of time slots can "accommodate" T j , then algorithm ALG rejects T j . From another side, it can happen that in several time slots there are "free" processors which can be assigned to task T j . Which time slot should be selected for T j ?
Indeed, there are two natural strategies for algorithm ALG: either select the first (earliest) time slot or the last (latest) time slot. If ALG always selects the the first time slot, we say that ALG is a FIRST-FIT algorithm. If ALG always selects the the last time slot, we say that ALG is a LAST-FIT algorithm. Unfortunately, we can give simple examples showing that neither FIRST-FIT nor LAST-FIT is optimal. See Figure 5 . There are only tree tasks accepted in First-Fit scheduling, whereas all four tasks can be scheduled on time. See Figure 6 on the following page. There are only four tasks accepted in First-Fit scheduling, whereas all five tasks can be scheduled on time. We will also refer to these examples later. 1 0 
Scheduling in EDD and LDD
Here we discuss two main techniques for processing multiprocessor tasks. Consider one machine scheduling problem 1 p j 1 ∑Ūj. There are n jobs. Each job j ( j 1 n) has a unit processing time and a due date d j . The goal is to maximize the throughput. In [30] , it was observed that, by creating sets
and processing jobs in the order S 1 S 2 S n , rejecting a job when it is late, an optimal solution is obtained in O´nµ time. Similarly, an optimal solution cab be obtained by processing jobs in the reverse order S n S n 1 S 1 and rejecting a job when it is late. Indeed, in both algorithms processing of tasks takes place either in EARLIEST DUE DATE (EDD) order -in non-decreasing order of due dates or in LATEST DUE DATE (LDD) order -in non-increasing order of due dates. Furthermore, by using First-Fit or Last-Fit we can generalize the algorithms for multiprocessor task scheduling. We can prove the following: Proof. If all multiprocessor tasks are large, then no two tasks, either parallel or dedicated, can be processed in one time slot. Hence, the problem can be reformulated as 1 p j 1 ∑Ūj. For an illustration see Figure 7 . 
Scheduling in Increasing Size
Consider the following single bin packing problem:
Informally, we are given a set of items an one bin, and out goal is to maximize the number of items in the bin. It is not hard to see that 2-PARTITION can be simply reduced to the problem, that gives NP-hardness [14] . Furthermore, the problem is just a version of K NAPSACK and BIN PACKING [14] , and there are a number of approximation algorithms are known [18, 34, 21] . We consider a very simple one:
Add items into the bin in order of non-decreasing sizes. If the addition of an item results in the bin being "overloaded", reject this item and all later items. increase the value of S · a k·1 . For an illustration see Figure 11 . Hence, any set of k · 2 items will "overload" the bin. Thus, the optimal value OPT at most k · 1.
Unfortunately, the algorithm FFI cannot be formally generalized for scheduling multiprocessor tasks. However, its main idea, that is processing of tasks by INCREASING SIZE (IS) -non-decreasing order of sizes, will be analyzed later in Section 3 for the parallel model and in Section 4 for the dedicated model. We will also use the main idea of "overloading", which is described in Lemma 2.2.
Scheduling of Parallel Tasks
In this section we consider the following problem of scheduling parallel multiprocessor tasks. We are given a set T T 1 T 2 T n of n tasks and a set P P 1 P 2 P m of m processors. Each task T j has a unit processing time p j 1, an integral due date
and requires s j ¾ 1 m processors for its processing. The goal is to maximize the throughput, i.e. the number of early tasks T j that meet their due dates d´T j µ.
Complexity
We start with the following result:
Proof. Problem 3-PARTITION can be formulated as follows [14] We transform 3-PARTITION to our problem as follows. We first define m B and form a set P P 1 P 2 P m of m processors. Next, we replace each element a ¾ A by a single task T a which has a unit processing time, a due date d´T a µ N, and requires s´aµ processors in P. In total, there are n 3N tasks in T T a : a ¾ A and all of them have a common due date D N. Clearly, such an instance of our problem can be constructed in polynomial time. Furthermore, the answer to a given instance of 3-PARTITION is YES if and only if all tasks meet the common due date. Since 3-PARTITION is strongly NP-complete [14] , our problem is strongly NP-hard.
The common due date problem P size j p j 1 d j D ∑Ūj can be reformulated as the problem of finding a maximum cordinality subset of the given list of items which can be packed into a given number of bins with a given capacity. This is a special variant of the BIN PACKING problem [8, 11] and the MULTIPLE KNAPSACK problem [22, 6, 5] . The later problem admits a polynomial approximation scheme (PTAS). Hence, we can conclude with the following:
There is a PTAS for problem P size j p j 1 d j D ∑Ūj.
The Algorithm FFIS
Here we analyze the following algorithm for the parallel model:
FIRST FIT INCREASING SIZE (FFIS):
Select the tasks one by one in IS order. If the task can be completed before or at its due date, it is scheduled as early as possible. If the task cannot be assigned to meet its due date, it gets lost (it will not be scheduled).
We start with the case when all tasks have a common due date: Proof. As we discussed before, problem P size j p j 1 d j D ∑Ūj can be reformulated as the bin packing problem for maximizing the number of items packed, which was studied by Coffman, Leung and Ting [8] . They presented an algorithm called FFI and proved the tight asymptotic worst-case ratio is 4 3. In fact, their proof is also valid for the absolute worst-case ratio. Furthermore, FFIS is similar to FFI. By using this result, we can prove that the worst-case ratio of FFIS is not greater than 4 3. We can also show that the bound 4 3 for R FFIS is tight if m 3. Consider the following example. There are two small tasks, T 1 and T 2 , each of which requires only one processor, and there are two large tasks, T 3 and T 4 , each of which requires m 1 processors. Let D 2 be a common due date. Clearly, FFIS can only schedule three of them. However, all four tasks can be scheduled. For an illustration see Figure 12 on the following page. Now we can prove the following main result: 
we will have
Recall that all t left tasks in the OPT schedule are lost in the FFIS schedule. Since FFIS schedules the tasks in non-decreasing order of size, in each time slot I t the left t tasks of the OPT schedule are not smaller in size than those of the FFIS schedule. Hence, the number of scheduled tasks N t cannot be less than t . Thus, we have
N t t for t 1 D
and both (1), (2) hold. The bound is tight. Consider the following example. There are two tasks T 1 and T 2 . Task T 1 has size s 1 1 and date d´T 1 µ 2, whereas task T 2 has size s 2 m and due date d´T 2 µ 1. In the optimal schedule both T 1 and T 2 are scheduled, but the algorithm FFIS only accepts task T 2 . For an illustration see Figure 13 .
The Algorithm LFIS
LAST FIT INCREASING SIZE (LFIS): Select the tasks one by one in IS order. If the task can be completed before or at its due date, it is scheduled as later as possible. If the task cannot be assigned to meet its due date, it gets lost (it will not be scheduled).
Indeed, the performance ratio of FFIS and LFIS is the same for the common due date problem. However, LFIS performs better for the general problem. We start with the following simple result: Proof. By Lemma 3.5, we only need to show that R LFIS 2 1 m. In the following we will prove this by a contradiction. Assume that R LFIS 2 1 m. Accordingly, let T min be the minimum task set, in terms of the number of tasks, such that
Then, for all task sets T with T T min , it follows
Consider the OPT schedule for T min . There are D time slots I t , t 1 D. Assume that there exists one task T j in T min which is lost by the optimal algorithm OPT . In this case we have that
Furthermore, since LFIS accepts T j in T min , the lost tasks have larger size than T j . Hence, LFIS working on T min Ò T j cannot accept more than N LFIS´Tmin µ tasks. Thus, from (3) we have that
This gives a contradiction to (4). Thus, w.l.o.g. we can assume that all tasks in T min are accepted by the optimal algorithm OPT. Then,
and the total size of tasks in T min 
Hence, by removing these k tasks from T min we obtain a smaller set T min . This gives a contradiction to (4). Thus, w.l.o.g. we can assume that there are no open time slots in the LFIS schedule for T min . Then, each time slot has at least one task. Hence, the total number of accepted tasks
Let h be such that
Informally, h is the number of tasks in T min which are accepted by OPT, but lost by LFIS. Then, from (3) we have
and from (7) it follows that
Consider the LFIS schedule for T min . There are D time slots I t , t 1 D. Consider a lost task T j . For illustration see Figure 16 . There are three simple properties for the schedule. Task T j cannot fit into any of time slots I t , t 1 d´T j µ. The size of T j is not less than the size of any accepted task in time slots I t , t 1 d´T j µ. If there is a task T k which is accepted not later than time slot I d´T j µ and its due date d´T k µ d´T j µ, then T k cannot fit into any of time slots I t , t d´T j µ · 1 d´T k µ. Figure 16 : Tasks T j and T k in the LFIS schedule Assume that we "load" this lost task T j into the LFIS schedule. For illustration see Figure 17 on the next page. There are two possibilities. Either T j "overloads" one of time slots I t , t 1 d´T j µ, see Figure 17 a), or T k "overloads" one of time slots I t , t d´T j µ · 1 d´T k µ, see Figure 17 b). In both cases we create at least one "overloaded" time slot.
By using this simple procedure we can load lost tasks one by one into the LFIS schedule. Furthermore, we can ensure that in every time slot there is at most one "overloading" task. If we load all h lost tasks, there are at least h "overloaded" time slots, and the total size of tasks in each of them is at least m · 1. If h D, then the total size of tasks is at least D´m · 1µ, that gives a contradiction to (6) . Hence, the number of lost tasks and the number "overloaded" time slots h D. Furthermore, all tasks of T min are scheduled.
Remember that all time slots are closed in the LFIS schedule. Hence, there is at least one task in each time slot I t , t 1 D. For an illustration see Figure 18 on the following page. Here, for simplicity, we have put h "overloaded" time slots at the beginning of the schedule. Then, the total size of the tasks in the first h time slots is at least´m · 1µh and the total size of the tasks in the last D h time slots is at least D h. Finally, the total size of T min is bounded by
This gives a contradiction to (8) . Hence, our assumption is wrong. This completes the proof.
By using the ideas from Theorem 3.6, we can also prove the following result: Let h be the number of tasks in T min which are lost by LFIS. For an illustration see Figure 19 . Then, as in (9) , the total size is bounded by
This gives a contradiction to (10) . Hence, our assumption is wrong. This completes the proof.
A Hybrid Algorithm
It seems that both FFIS and LFIS algorithms attach too much importance to the task size. In some sense, FFIS "groups" small tasks together, whereas LFIS "spreads" them. Can we do something better? Indeed, we can combine all our ideas together. Informally, we proceed as follows. First, we split all tasks into small and large ones. Then, we schedule the set of small tasks by the algorithm LFIS. For an illustration see Figure 20 a) . Clearly, scheduling a large tasks in a closed time slot can only decrease the number of tasks accepted. Hence, we need to schedule large tasks in open time slots. It can happen that there are single small tasks in open time slots. From one side, these small tasks can "block" some large tasks. From another side, they can be scheduled together. Here, we simply reschedule small tasks in open time slots. We select these tasks one by one as they appear in the schedule and reschedule them by First-Fit. Proof. Consider the following example. There are 3n tasks. The value of n relates with the value of m and it will be specified later. For i 1 n, there are three tasks X i Y i and Z i which have the due date equal to i. Their sizes are denoted by x i y i and z i , respectively. We define the values of x i y i and z i , i 1 n 1, such that
The exact values are specified below.
Clearly, the algorithm HA schedules two tasks X i and Y i in time slot I i , i 1 n, and all n tasks Z i are lost. Then, the number of tasks accepted N HA 2n a) HA schedule
For an illustration see Figure 22 a). Clearly, the optimal algorithm OPT can schedule three tasks X i·1 Y i·1 and Z i together in time slot I i , i 1 n 1, and schedule task Z n in time slot I n . Then, the number of tasks accepted
For an illustration see Figure 22 b). Thus, the worst case ratio
Now we specify the exact values by considering the following three cases:
1. If m 3k, then n 2k 2, and
2. If m 3k · 1, then n 2k 1, and
3. If m 3k · 2, then n 2k, and
This completes the proof. Now we are ready to prove the following main result: Assume that the number of processors m is even, and let m 2p. Then, any small task is at most p in size, and any large task is at least p · 1 in size. Since small tasks are scheduled by using First-Fit, there are at most p 1 "free time" in each of these H time slots. For an illustration see Figure 23 . The total "free time" is at most
Hence, the total number of large tasks which can be scheduled by the optimal algorithm OPT is at most #L H´p 1µ ´p · 1µ (13) Then, the number of small and large tasks accepted by OPT is at most #S · #L. Hence, from (11) and (13), we have that
Notice if p 1, there is no "free time". Hence, we assume that p 2 and m 2p 4. Assume that the number of processors m is odd. Let m 2p · 1. Then, any small task is at most p in size, and any large task is at least p · 1 in size. Hence, both (12) and (13) 
Scheduling of Dedicated Tasks
Here we consider the following problem of scheduling dedicated multiprocessor tasks. We are given a set T T 1 T 2 T n of n tasks and a set P P 
Complexity
We start with the following result: Proof. Our problem can be formulated as follows:
T n of n tasks and a set P P 1 P 2 P m of m processors. Each task T j has a unit processing time p j 1 and requires the processors with indices in τ j 1 m .
OBJECTIVE: Find a subset T ¼ T such that for every pair of tasks T i and T j in T ¼ it holds τ i τ j / 0 and such that T ¼ is maximized.
Problem MAXIMUM CLIQUE can be formulated as follows [14] :
INSTANCE: A graph G´V Eµ with V n.
OBJECTIVE: Find a subset V ¼ V such that every pair of vertices v and u in V ¼ it holds v u ¾ E and such that V is maximized.
We can transform MAXIMUM CLIQUE to our problem as follows. We define
Foe each task T v we define p v 1 and
Clearly,
and
Let T ¼ T´Gµ be a solution to our problem. Then, for every pair of tasks T v and T u in T ¼ it holds
We can define
By (16) and (17), for every pair v and u in V ¼ their edge e ´u vµ is in E. Hence, V ¼ is a clique in G, by
In other words, finding a maximal clique in graph G´V Eµ is equivalent to finding a maximal subset of tasks in T´Gµ with respect to P´Gµ. Furthermore, the objective value remains the same.
It is well-known that MAXIMUM CLIQUE is NP-hard [14] , and it cannot be approximated within a factor of n 1 ε for any given ε 0, unless NP ZPP [17] . Due to the transformation, our problem is NP-hard.
Furthermore, due to (19) , (20) and (21), if for some ε 0 0 the value of T ¼ is within a factor of m 
The FFIS and LFIS Algorithms
Here we analyze both FFIS and LFIS algorithms presented in Sections 3.2,3.3, respectively. We first consider the common due date problem, and prove the following main result: Proof. We only prove the result for the algorithm FFIS. However, the result for LFIS will follow from our proof as well.
As before, we use N OPT and N FFIS to denote the number of early tasks accepted by the optimal algorithm OPT and by algorithm FFIS, respectively. 
Thus, the worst-case ratio
Consider the following simple example. Let m q 2 . There are T 1 , T 2 , , T q , T q·1 tasks, and the common due date D 1. For each task T j ( j 1 q · 1) we define τ j 1 2 m such that τ j Ô m and such that the first q tasks T 1 , T 2 , , T q are compatible with in pairs, but the last task T q·1 . For an illustration see Figure 26 . Proof. We only prove the result for the algorithm FFIS. However, the result for LFIS will follow from our proof as well.
Consider the following simple example. There are four tasks T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 , where τ 1 1 , τ 2 3 , τ 3 2 3 and τ 4 1 2 . The common due date D 2. The optimal algorithm OPT accepts all tasks, whereas FFIS rejects either T 3 or T 4 . Hence, the worst case ratio R FFIS 4 3 Clearly, if there is an empty time slot I t in the FFIS schedule, we can claim that it is optimal. Assume that there is an time slot I t with a single task T j . Assume also that the size of T j is equal to one. Then, all tasks which are compatible with T j are accepted by FFIS before I t , whereas all task accepted by FFIS after I t are incompatible with T j . Since the size of T j is one, all later tasks are incompatible in pairs and can be only scheduled one per time slot. Hence, the FFIS schedule is optimal.
In the worst case, the FFIS schedule is not optimal. However, any time slot contains either at least two tasks of size one or one task of size two. In other words, there are three processors and in any time slot there is at most one idle processor. Clearly, all lost tasks are greater in size than the accepted ones. Hence, the number of accepted tasks by the optimal algorithm OPT N OPT N FFIS · 1 3
¡N FFIS

3
¡N FFIS
Hence, the worst case ratio
R FFIS 4 3
Finally, we consider the general case that each task has individual due date. 
Concluding Remarks
Here we initiate the study of the problem of scheduling multiprocessor tasks with the throughput objective, that is, scheduling to maximize the number of early tasks in the schedule. Although multiprocessor task scheduling problems have been studied extensively, the throughput objective is new. We presented the first results in this direction. For both dedicated and parallel models, the complexity of the problem was established, and several approximation algorithms have been proposed and analyzed. However, many interesting questions remain. As we pointed out, in the parallel model there is a PTAS for the common due date problem. Is there a PTAS for the general problem? Is it APX-Hard? What happens if we add release dates or precedence constraints? We have only considered the case when tasks have unit processing times, and all problems with non-identical (arbitrary) processing times are open. Finally, the most interesting area is the design of online algorithms for the problem. We believe that our techniques and ideas can be very useful here.
